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Abstract 18 

This preliminary study investigates how the removal of human adenovirus 40 (HAdV 40) in 19 

a membrane bioreactor (MBR) depends on the MBR configuration. Results from a side-20 

stream MBR (ssMBR) are compared against data from an immersed MBR (iMBR) and 21 

literature data for another iMBR with 0.45 µm pore size hollow fiber membranes used in all 22 

three reactors. The central premise of the study is that different fouling mitigation 23 

approaches in ssMBR and iMBR lead to differences in membrane fouling and HAdV 40 24 

removals. The hypothesis is tested that the fouling layer acts as an additional separation 25 

barrier and is largely responsible for virus removal in MBRs. Higher HAdV 40 rejection 26 

observed in ssMBR is attributed to a higher density fouling layer formed in ssMBR under 27 

conditions of crossflow shear. The interpretation is supported by the measured differences 28 

in the DOC removal and in the SUVA254 reduction as well as in the transmembrane 29 

pressure response to periodic cleaning in the two MBRs (average decreases in HAdV 40 30 

log removal value of 0.30 and 0.85 in ssMBR and iMBR, respectively). Although the 31 

additional energy required to create crossflow in ssMBR does not result in permeate flux 32 

enhancement over the iMBR baseline, the denser fouling layer in ssMBR is a more effective 33 

barrier for viruses.  The trade-off should be considered when weighing the priorities of 34 

energy savings and effluent quality.  35 
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1. Introduction 36 

 37 

Membrane bioreactors (MBRs) play an increasingly important role in water reuse. In 38 

comparison with conventional activated sludge reactors, MBRs afford significantly 39 

higher pathogen removals (Francy, et al., 2012, Ottoson, et al., 2006).  Larger 40 

microorganisms such as protozoa and bacteria can be effectively removed by MBRs 41 

equipped with membranes with pore sizes of 0.45 µm and smaller (Table 3 in (Yin and 42 

Xagoraraki, 2014); Table 2 in (Hai, et al., 2014)). Virus removals in MBRs, however, are 43 

usually much lower (Table 4 in (Yin and Xagoraraki, 2014); Table 4 in (Xagoraraki, et al., 44 

2014), Table 3 in (Hai, et al., 2014)) especially for smaller viruses (Figure 7 in 45 

(Xagoraraki, et al., 2014); Figure 2 in (Hai, et al., 2014)). Even for membranes with a 46 

nominal pore size that is sufficiently small (e.g. 0.04 µm for Zeeweed 500 hollow fibers) 47 

to remove larger viruses by size exclusion, complete virus retention is not observed (Yin, 48 

et al., 2015). This can be due to defects in the membrane material, other breaches in 49 

the treatment system (e.g. leaking glue-lines, connectors and other fittings), or gradual, 50 

ageing-induced loosening of the membrane matrix degrading its retention capacity. 51 

Since the presence of viruses in the effluent may pose a threat to human health, it is 52 

important to understand the mechanisms behind virus removal by MBRs and optimize 53 

MBR design to ensure the microbiological quality of the effluent. 54 

The published studies on virus removal in MBRs indicate that the removal is a 55 

complex function of the virus type, membrane properties, operational conditions and the 56 

state of membrane fouling (Amarasiri, et al., 2017). Indeed, there is growing evidence 57 

that membrane fouling plays an important, and in some cases dominant, role in virus 58 
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removal in MBRs. Hydraulically irreversible fouling was shown to lead to a sustained 59 

improvement of virus removal by membranes (Chaudhry, et al., 2015, Shirasaki, et al., 60 

2008). Yin et al. reported that membrane fouling had a significant impact on HAdV 40 61 

removal by membranes (Yin, et al., 2016, Yin, et al., 2015) showing that the removal 62 

correlated with the extent of membrane fouling and that both transmembrane pressure 63 

(TMP) relaxation and membrane backwash led to significant (~ 1 log) transient 64 

increases in HAdV 40 concentration in treated water (Yin, et al., 2016). Studying 65 

removal of adenovirus, norovirus, and F+ coliphage in a full-scale MBR, Chaudhry et al. 66 

(Chaudhry, et al., 2015) proposed four mechanisms of virus removal in MBRs and 67 

ranked the mechanisms, in the order of decreasing importance, as follows: a) rejection 68 

by a cleaned membrane; b) inactivation; (c) rejection by a biofilm (or, to use authors’ 69 

terminology, “cake layer”); d) virus attachment to mixed liquor solids. To our knowledge, 70 

there have been no published studies on virus removal in side-stream MBRs. 71 

The objective of the present work was to investigate how the removal of HAdV 40 72 

depends on the MBR configuration. Specifically, the study explored the premise that 73 

different fouling mitigation strategies in iMBR and ssMBR (i.e. aeration and crossflow, 74 

respectively) affect virus removal differently with fouling layer properties playing a 75 

mediating role. The structure of the fouling layers formed on iMBR and ssMBR 76 

membranes can be expected to be different because of the different conditions of the 77 

fouling layer formation. Foulants’ transport to the membrane surface, packing into the 78 

fouling layer, and scouring should all depend on the deposition and removal scenarios 79 

that are generally different between the immersed and side-stream MBR configurations. 80 

In this study, ssMBR and iMBR were compared side-by-side in terms of TMP buildup, 81 
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DOC removal and SUVA254 reduction to gain a comparative insight into the fouling 82 

processes in these two MBR configurations. The hypothesis tested in the study was that 83 

the fouling layer acts as an additional separation barrier and is largely responsible for 84 

virus removal in MBRs. HAdV was selected because it is an emerging human health 85 

threat with serotypes 40 and 41 being responsible for most cases of adenovirus-86 

associated gastroenteritis in children (Crabtree, et al., 1997, Mena and Gerba, 2009). 87 

The choice of HAdV 40 was further motivated by the published data on an incomplete 88 

removal of this large (~ 100 nm) virus in MBRs (Simmons, et al., 2011). 89 

 90 

2. Materials and Methods 91 

 92 

2.1. Membrane bioreactor design and sampling protocol 93 

Activated sludge samples were collected from the East Lansing wastewater treatment 94 

plant and conditioned with synthetic wastewater as described previously (Yin, et al., 95 

2016) prior to the start of each MBR. Two membrane configurations were tested (Figure 96 

1; Table S1): immersed (iMBR) and side-stream (ssMBR). The feed tank used in both 97 

MBRs was maintained at a constant feed volume of 20 L, continuously aerated at the 98 

rate of 0.57 m3/h. Both the volume of the feed and the aeration rate matched 99 

corresponding values used in an earlier study on HAdV 40 removal in an iMBR (Yin, et 100 

al., 2016).  Each day, 200 mL of synthetic wastewater of the same composition as 101 

described earlier (Yin, et al., 2016) was instantaneously added to the MBR feed tank to 102 

add nutrients and to compensate for evaporative losses. During MBR operation, mixed 103 

liquor suspended solids (MLSS) concentration was ~ 4.5 g/L. Because of the high 104 
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hydraulic retention time (100 days, calculated as the volume of the feed divided by the 105 

feed flow rate), both ssMBR and iMBR were operated essentially in a batch mode. Daily 106 

measurements of MLSS were conducted to ensure that MLSS was constant.  Both 107 

iMBR and ssMBR were operated in a constant flux regime with a permeate flow rate of 108 

45 mL/min. A custom-written LabView program (Yin, et al., 2016) was used to maintain 109 

the constant permeate flow using a proportional-integral derivative algorithm, conduct 110 

periodical pressure relaxation by turning the permeate pump on and off, and record data 111 

from the flow meter and the pressure sensor. The permeate was drawn using a 112 

peristatic digital pump (model 07523-80, Masterflex L/S) and cycled back into the feed 113 

tank. Both MBRs had PVDF hollow fiber membranes with the pore size of 0.45 µm and 114 

the outer diameter of 1.3 mm. Selection of these larger pore size membranes and the 115 

focus on early stages of their fouling targeted the “worst case scenario” in terms of virus 116 

removal. 117 

In the iMBR (Figure 1a), four membrane units were assembled by looping the hollow 118 

fiber membranes through a short (~ 10 cm) piece of a polytetrafluoroethylene tubing 119 

with an inner diameter of ½” and then sealing the tubing using an adhesive (Loctite).  120 

Fourteen membrane segments with an effective length of 70 cm were used for each 121 

membrane unit yielding 1600 cm2 of total membrane surface area. The side-stream 122 

membrane modules (Figure 1b) were constructed using eight hollow fiber segments 123 

with the effective length of 70 cm, packed into long (~ 70 cm) polytetrafluoroethylene 124 

tubing (internal diameter of ¼”) and potted (using Loctite adhesive) in two connectors at 125 

the ends of the tubing. With four membrane units, the total filtration surface area was 126 

916 cm2. An additional pump was used to create the crossflow of 1,900 mL/min, which 127 
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translated to the crossflow flux of ~ 2.5 cm/s. Because of the lower membrane surface, 128 

the permeate flux in ssMBR (~ 29.5 Lm-2h-1) was ~1.75 times higher than in iMBR (~ 129 

16.9 Lm-2h-1). 130 

Each test included two stages: conditioning and fouling. At the conditioning stage, 131 

deionized water was filtered through the membranes for 2 h. During the fouling stage 132 

the feed was switched to wastewater The fouling stage lasted for 8 days with 30 min 133 

cycles of 5 min of programmed TMP relaxation after 25 min of filtration to follow the 134 

protocol used in an earlier study on HAdV 40 removal in an iMBR (Yin, et al., 2016). 135 

Permeate samples were collected daily using the following multistep procedure timed 136 

around a TMP relaxation event: (1) HAdV 40 stock (40 mL) was spiked into the feed 137 

tank 6 min before TMP relaxation to allow sufficient time for mixing of spiked viruses by 138 

aeration and for sample withdrawal; (2) Feed and permeate samples (50 mL each) were 139 

taken 50 s before the same TMP relaxation event; (3) An additional permeate sample 140 

(50 mL) was collected ~ 2.5 min after the same TMP relaxation event. At the end of the 141 

fouling test the experiment was discontinued, fouled membranes were discarded and 142 

new membranes were placed in the tank.  143 

TMP was monitored using a digital pressure sensor (Cole-Parmer 680075-00).  A 144 

digital flow meter (106-4-C-T4-C10, McMillan) was installed to measure the permeate 145 

flow rate.  A LabView program was used to periodically relax TMP to reduce membrane 146 

fouling as well as record permeate flow and TMP data. 147 

 148 

2.2 Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) and UV254 absorbance analyses 149 
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A portion (40 mL) of each sample was used to measure DOC (model 1010 analyzer; OI 150 

Analytical) and UV254 absorbance (Spectronic Genesys 2, Milton Roy). The remaining 151 

volume was stored at - 80 oC until used for adenovirus quantification. Normally, DOC is 152 

defined as the organic carbon fraction that passes 0.45 μm filter. In this study, however, 153 

DOC was operationally defined as the fraction of the organic carbon that passes.0.22 154 

μm pre-filter; this was to avoid the ambiguity caused by the fact that the MBR 155 

membranes themselves had the nominal pore size of 0.45 μm. To measure DOC 156 

content and UV absorbance of the MBR feed, feed samples were settled for 15 min, the 157 

supernatant was then filtered through 0.22 μm membrane and the filtrate was used in 158 

the measurements. The settling time was optimized in preliminary tests as the minimal 159 

settling duration required for a facile filtration of the supernatant. All TOC and SUVA254 160 

values are averages of triplicate samples. Specific UV254 absorbance, 𝑆𝑈𝑉𝐴254 =161 

 𝑈𝑉254 𝐷𝑂𝐶⁄  (L/(mgm)) was calculated to assess the aromaticity of dissolved organics 162 

(Weishaar, et al., 2003) with higher SUVA254 corresponding to more hydrophobic 163 

compounds. DOC removal and reduction in SUVA254 were calculated as 𝑅𝐷𝑂𝐶  (%) =164 

 1 − (𝐷𝑂𝐶)𝑝 (𝐷𝑂𝐶)𝑓⁄  and 𝑅𝑆𝑈𝑉𝐴 (%) =  1 − (𝑆𝑈𝑉𝐴)𝑝 (𝑆𝑈𝑉𝐴)𝑓⁄ , where indices 𝑝 and 𝑓 165 

denote permeate and feed, respectively.  166 

 167 

2.3 Quantification of HAdV 40 concentration 168 

Prior to HAdV 40 quantification, virus DNA was extracted from the water samples using 169 

QIAamp Viral RNA Mini Kit (Qiagen). HAdV 40 concentration in permeate samples was 170 

directly quantified by qPCR using the primers and the probe described previously (Yin, 171 

et al., 2016). For feed samples, inhibiting effects of the biomass on DNA extraction and 172 
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qPCR could potentially occur. To avoid inhibition, HAdV 40 concentration in stock (40 173 

mL sample) was measured using qPCR prior to spiking the virus into the MBR feed tank 174 

(20 L).  Log removal value (LRV) of HAdV 40 was calculated as 𝐿𝑅𝑉 =  −𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐶𝑝 𝐶𝑓⁄ ), 175 

where 𝐶𝑝 and 𝐶𝑓 have units of genome copies per L. The values of 𝐶𝑓 were calculated 176 

based on the initial feed concentration of HAdV 40 (4.27107 copies/mL) adjusted for 177 

virus addition due to daily spiking and for virus loss to the permeate.  178 

The average values of the relaxation-induced decrease in LRV were calculated 179 

based on the measured LRV decreases during the entire MBR fouling test. The 180 

averages for ssMBR and iMBR were then compared using a two tail t-test. The same 181 

statistical analysis was applied to examine the statistical significance of relaxation-182 

induced changes in transmembrane pressure. Standard quality control and assurance 183 

procedures in calibrating instruments, recording standard curves (e.g. for qPCR) and 184 

performing statistical analyses were adapted and used throughout the study. 185 

 186 

3. Results and Discussion 187 

 188 

3.1. Removal of human adenovirus 40: ssMBR versus iMBR 189 

Figure 2 shows HAdV 40 removal by ssMBR. The LRV was low (0.2 log) early in the 190 

filtration process and increased steadily to reach 6.3 logs after 7 days. The increase, 191 

together with the observed drops in HAdV 40 LRV after each TMP relaxation event, 192 

pointed to the importance of the fouling layer in virus removal. Absolute values of 193 

HAdV40 concentration in the feed and the permeate before and after pressure 194 

relaxation events are presented in Fig. S1 (see Supplementary Data). Yin et al. (Yin, et 195 
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al., 2016) studied HAdV 40 removal by iMBR with the same type of hollow fiber 196 

membranes (0.45 m PVDF), the same aeration rate and filtration/relaxation cycle and 197 

the same composition of the synthetic wastewater fed; the removal data reported in that 198 

study are provided in Figure 2 for comparison. 199 

The tests in the iMBR performed by Yin et al (Yin, et al., 2016) gave a larger initial 200 

removal (~ 2 log) but a slower increase in the LRV of the virus. This behavior can be 201 

attributed to a lower shear in the iMBR leading to a faster formation of the fouling layer. 202 

In contrast, the crossflow in ssMBR created a high shear near the membrane surface 203 

and maintained the membrane relatively fouling-free early in the filtration process; under 204 

these conditions, the fouling layer made minimal, if any, contribution, to virus removal, 205 

which explains the low LRV values early on during ssMBR operation. In addition, the 206 

relaxation events appeared to have a larger impact on virus removal in the iMBR 207 

configuration. Indeed, the decrease in LRV for HAdV 40 after TMP relaxation was 0.30 208 

± 0.16 log on average for ssMBR, which was smaller with statistical significance (𝑝 < 209 

0.01) than the 0.85 ± 0.23 average LRV decrease in iMBR (Yin, et al., 2016).  210 

After 7 days of operation, the removal of HAdV 40 in ssMBR was higher than in 211 

iMBR even though the permeate flux in ssMBR was higher, which should lead to more 212 

virus passage. We attribute the higher LRV observed in the ssMBR to the denser 213 

fouling layer formed on membranes in the presence of crossflow. Indeed, the crossflow-214 

induced particle back-transport mechanisms (lift force and shear-induced diffusion) 215 

favor particles of larger sizes so that the fouling layer formed in ssMBR should be 216 

composed of smaller size fraction of foulants (Altmann and Ripperger, 1997). In contrast, 217 

iMBR membranes are susceptible to fouling by particles regardless of particle size. We 218 
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hypothesize, that a denser fouling layer develops on ssMBR membranes compared to 219 

iMBR membranes. The lower porosity is responsible for the higher rejection of HAdV 40 220 

by the fouling layer, which  acts as an additional separation barrier (Choi, et al., 2005). 221 

The LRV data for the two configurations should be compared with caution. First, in 222 

the study by Yin et al. (Yin, et al., 2016) the iMBR system was continuously fed with 223 

synthetic wastewater while in the present study the ssMBR feed tank was spiked with 224 

synthetic wastewater on a daily basis and operated as a near-batch system (Table S1).. 225 

To eliminate the potential impact brought about by differences in the feeding regime, a 226 

separate set of tests with an iMBR (Figure 1b) was performed using the same hollow 227 

fiber membrane and with the same feeding regime as that used in test with the ssMBR; 228 

because of the technical constraints, only TMP, DOC and SUVA254 (but not HAdV 40) 229 

were measured in this iMBR (Table S1). 230 

 231 

3.2 Membrane fouling, DOC removal and SUVA254 reduction: ssMBR versus iMBR.  232 

Figure 3a shows TMP profiles in the ssMBR and iMBR as functions of time. During each 233 

measurement, the TMP values were recorded before and after a TMP relaxation event. 234 

For the ssMBR, the decrease in TMP after relaxation was due to the removal of 235 

hydraulically reversible fouling layer by crossflow during the TMP relaxation period (i.e. 236 

in the absence of permeate flow). The TMP profile recorded for the iMBR was similar to 237 

that for the ssMBR indicating that the total hydraulic resistances of the iMBR and 238 

ssMBR fouling layers were comparable. The response to TMP relaxation, however, 239 

differed: the average relaxation-induced TMP drop in ssMBR (~ 0.9 ± 0.5 psi) was lower 240 
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with statistical significance (𝑝 < 0.05) than in iMBR (~ 1.7 ± 0.5 psi) indicating that a 241 

larger hydraulically reversible fraction of the fouling layer on iMBR membranes. 242 

DOC removal (Figure 3b) and SUVA254 reduction (Figure 3c) as functions of time 243 

were calculated based on a) the values of DOC and SUVA254 in the permeate recorded 244 

several times during filtration and b) the initial values of DOC and SUVA254 in the feed 245 

(43.2 mg(DOC)/L and 6.7 L/(gm)), respectively), recorded once at the start of the 246 

filtration test. DOC removal reduction in both MBRs increased with the buildup of the 247 

TMP (Figures 3b). Early into the filtration process, unfouled membranes in both MBRs 248 

rejected only a small fraction of dissolved organics. As the filtration continued, the 249 

fouling layer developed on the membrane surface and functioned as an additional 250 

separation barrier.  Indeed, DOC removal in ssMBR increased from ~ 11% to ~ 23% 251 

(before relaxation) during the 8 days of ssMBR operation. In iMBR, DOC removal was 252 

lower (~ 8% to ~ 17% range) than in ssMBR. The results are consistent with the 253 

hypothesis that a denser fouling layer forms on ssMBR membranes.  254 

SUVA254 is known to positively correlate with the percent aromaticity of DOM 255 

(Spencer, et al., 2012, Weishaar, et al., 2003): SUVA254  values above 4 L/(mgm) are 256 

taken to indicate that DOM is predominantly hydrophobic (Edzwald and Tobiason, 1999). 257 

In the present study, SUVA254 in the permeate was in the range from 5.0 to 6.7 L/(mgm) 258 

pointing to a high fraction of aromatic DOC. SUVA254 reduction increased with time in 259 

both ssMBR and iMBR suggesting a preferential removal of the hydrophobic fraction of 260 

DOM by the fouling layer. The lower reduction in SUVA254 in ssMBR (observed for all 261 

sampling times except at the end of the filtration run) can be explained by the higher 262 

rejection of the hydrophilic species by the denser fouling layer in the side-stream system. 263 
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Indeed, hydrophilic organic species tend to be smaller because of their lesser 264 

propensity to aggregate so that a denser separation layer is required for appreciable 265 

rejection of such species. The role of the fouling layer in SUVA254 reduction is supported 266 

by the fact that the reduction was lower after TMP relaxation events for both iMBR 267 

(ΔSUVA254 = 0.15 ± 0.08 L/(mgm)) and ssMBR (ΔSUVA254 = 0.13 ± 0.08 L/(mgm)). 268 

Another possible explanation is that the microbial decay process is enhanced under the 269 

conditions of high hydrodynamic shear in ssMBR; microbial decay can lead to a higher 270 

content of aromatic compounds and higher SUVA254 in the feed (Dong and Jiang, 2009).  271 

 272 

3.3 Role of the fouling layer in virus removal. Implications for MBR design 273 

Similar to the observations reported for iMBR (Yin, et al., 2016), virus removal in ssMBR 274 

is shown to decrease in the immediate aftermath of hydraulic cleaning (accomplished by 275 

periodic transmembrane pressure relaxation). The finding points to the possibility of 276 

permeate recycling the immediate aftermath of membrane cleaning to maximize virus 277 

removal in MBRs. The fouling layers formed on iMBR and ssMBR membranes have 278 

similar total hydraulic resistance (Figure 3a). The result can be attributed to the 279 

formation of thinner but higher specific hydraulic resistance fouling layers in ssMBR due 280 

to effects such as shear-induced floc breakup (Zhang, et al., 1997),  hydrodynamic 281 

selection for smaller foulants (Baker, et al., 1985) and shear-dependent particle packing 282 

(Mackley and Sherman, 1992). Together, these crossflow-induced processes negate 283 

the cleaning effect of the crossflow shear. The higher specific hydraulic resistance is 284 

normally associated with a lower porosity, which is consistent with higher removals of 285 

HAdV 40 (Figure 2) and DOC (Figure 3b) observed for the ssMBR. The differences in 286 
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the TMP response to periodic cleaning (Figure 3a) and in the higher removal of 287 

hydrophilic organics for the ssMBR (Figure 3c) give additional evidence that distinct 288 

fouling mitigation strategies (aeration in iMBR vs crossflow in ssMBR) lead to different 289 

fouling layer properties.  The inference is supported by experimental results indirectly 290 

and should be validated by experimental studies of the microstructure of the fouling 291 

layer. We note that the same aeration rate was applied in iMBR and ssMBR; however, 292 

aeration is also relied upon as the fouling control method in the iMBR, while in the 293 

ssMBR membrane fouling is controlled by crossflow. In sum, although the additional 294 

energy required to create crossflow in a side-stream system (Chang, et al., 2002, Dijk 295 

and Roncken, 1997) does not result in permeate flux enhancement, the crossflow could 296 

promote formation of a denser fouling layer, which is a more effective barrier for viruses.  297 

The trade-off should be considered when weighing the priorities of energy costs and 298 

effluent quality. 299 

 300 

4.  Conclusions 301 

This preliminary study has explored the effect of membrane fouling on HAdV 40 302 

removal in a side-stream MBR using data from an immersed MBR as a comparative 303 

basis. In both ssMBR and iMBR, the virus removal increased with the development of a 304 

fouling layer on the membrane surface. Different fouling mitigation strategies – 305 

crossflow in ssMBR and aeration in iMBR - were found to affect virus removal differently. 306 

The higher HAdV 40 rejection observed in ssMBR was attributed to a lower density 307 

fouling layer formed on ssMBR membranes under conditions of crossflow shear. The 308 

interpretation is supported by the data on DOC removal and SUVA254 reduction in the 309 
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two MBRs, and by the differences in the transmembrane pressure response to periodic 310 

cleaning. The presented results are preliminary and limited to the specific choice of 311 

membrane, virus, MBR feed and operational conditions. To gain a more comprehensive 312 

understanding of virus removal in side-stream MBRs, additional studies are warranted.  313 
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 394 

(a) 

 

  

(b) 

 

 395 

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of immersed MBR (a) and side-stream MBR (b). In the 396 

side-stream MBR, the permeate is cycled back into the feed tank. Details on the 397 

operation of each MBR are provided in Table S1.  398 
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 399 

 400 

 

Fig. 2. Effect of pressure relaxation on the removal of HAdV 40 in side-stream and 
immersed MBRs. Data for the immersed MBR are adapted from Yin et al. (Yin, et al., 
2016). Lines are added to guide the eye. 
 401 
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(c) 

 

Fig. 3. Effect of pressure relazation on the transmembrane pressure (a), DOC removal 403 

(b) and reduction in SUVA254 (c) in side-stream and immersed MBRs as functions of 404 

filtration time. Values of DOC and SUVA254 in the feed are 43.2 mg(DOC)/L and 6.7 405 

L/(gm), respectively. Lines are added to guide the eye. 406 
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